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1. Machine Listening
2
“Listening puts us in the world” (Handel, 1989)
• Listening 
= Getting useful information from sound
signal processing + abstraction
“useful” depends
 on what you’re doing
• Machine Listening 
= devices that respond 
   to particular sounds







in response to 500 Hz
energy
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Why is Machine Listening obscure?
• A poor second to Machine Vision:
vision leads to more immediate practical applications 
(robotics)?
“machine listening” has been subsumed by 
speech recognition?
images are more tangible?
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Listening to Mixtures
• The world is cluttered
& sound is transparent
mixtures are a certainty
• Useful information is structured by ‘sources’
specific definition of a ‘source’:
intentional independence
5
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Listening vs. Separation
• Extracting information 
















Match: 05−Full Circle at 0.032 sec
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Listening Machine Parts
• Representation: what is perceived
• Organization: handling overlap and interference
• Recognition: object classification & description
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Listening Machines
• What would count 
as a machine listener, 
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2. Key Tools in Machine Listening
• History: an eclectic timeline:
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Early Speech Recognition
• DTW template matching
• Innovations:















































Lowest cost to (i,j)
Best predecessor(including transition cost)
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MFCCs
• One feature to rule them all?
just the right amount of blurring
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Hidden Markov Models
• Recognition as 
inferring 
the parameters 
of a generative 
model
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Model Decomposition
• HMMs applied to multiple sources
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Segmentation & Classification
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Music Transcription
• Music audio has a very specific structure
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Sinusoidal Models
• Stylize a spectrogram 
into discrete components
discrete pieces → objects
good for modification & resynthesis
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Comp. Aud. Scene Analysis
• Computer implementations of 
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Independent Component Analysis
• Can separate “blind” combinations by 
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Smaragdis ’98
kurtosis 
                                   
as a measure
of independence?
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Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
• Decomposition of spectrograms
into templates + activation
fast & forgiving gradient descent algorithm
fits neatly with time-frequency masking
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3. Open Issues
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Scene Analysis Tasks





• Is this just scaling,
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How Important is Separation?
• Separation systems often evaluated by SNR
based on pre-mix components - is this relevant?
• Best machine listening systems have resynthesis
e.g. Iroquois speech recognition - 
“separate then recognize”
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How Many Models?
• More specific models ➝ better analysis
need dictionaries for “everything”??
• Model adaptation and hierarchy
speaker adapted models : 
base + parameters
extrapolation beyond normal
• Time scales of model acquisition
innate/evolutionary (hair-cell tuning)
developmental (mother tongue phones) 
dynamic - the “Bolero” effect
25
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Auditory Scene Analysis?
• Codebook models learn harmonicity, onset
• Can also capture sequential structure
e.g. consonants follow vowels
use overlapping patches?


























... to subsume rules/
representations of 
CASA
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Computational Theory
• Marr’s (1982) perspective on perception






Properties of the world
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Summary
• Machine Listening:
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